We propose an extension to Message Sequence Charts called Triggered Message Sequence Charts (TMSCs) that are intended to capture system specifications involving nondeterminism in the form of conditional scenarios. The visual syntax of TMSCs closely resembles that of MSCs; the semantics allows us to translate a TMSC specification into a framework that supports a notion of refinement based on Denicola's and Hennessy's must preorder. A simple but non-trivial example illustrates the utility of our extension to MSCs.
INTRODUCTION
Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [1, 13] are a popular visual formalism for scenario-based specifications of distributed software systems. An MSC depicts one exchange of messages a set of processes are expected to engage in as they execute; sets of MSCs are then used as specifications that eventual system implementations should satisfy.
Semantically, as typified in [4, 9, 10, 12, 13] , MSC system specifications are interpreted as deterministic and complete: mathematically, a set of MSCs completely characterizes all the behavior of correct implementations by requiring that they exhibit exactly the execution sequences the MSCs exhibit. However, scenario-based * Research supported by ARO grants DAAD190110003 and DAAD190110019 and NSF grant CCR-0098037.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. specification notations like MSCs are also heavily used in the initial stages of system development, when many design-related issues are unresolved and not all eventual implementation scenarios may be known. Such early-stage specifications are thus subject to refinement and elaboration as design proceeds, and requirements that constrain rather than just prescribe eventual implementation behavior become very useful. For example, a specification may include an erroneous sequence of messages that could arise during system execution together with a recovery action to be taken if the error occurs. It may be possible to devise a more detailed specification that satisfies the original one by preventing the undesirable sequence of actions from occurring in the first place; in this case we would like to say that the new specification refines the original one. Such conditional specifications ("if the error happens, do this") and refinement-based reasoning are not supported in traditional MSCs.
The main goal of this work is to develop a structured scenariobased visual formalism that supports constraint-based and prescriptive system requirements as well as a mathematically precise notion of when one requirement refines another. To that end, we propose an extension to Message Sequence Charts called Triggered Message Sequence Charts (TMSCs), a set of operators to combine TMSCs, and a semantic theory that supports a notion of refinement based on the must preorder of [8] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces TMSCs and TMSC expressions, along with an example TMSC specification, which we will use to illustrate our formalism. Section 3 contains mathematical preliminaries. The next section describes the semantics of single TMSCs and presents our notion of refinement, and the one following lifts these notions to TMSC expressions. The penultimate section revisits our example specification, and considers some practical refinements of it, to illustrate our theory. The last section contains conclusions and directions for future research.
TRIGGERED MSCS
Like MSCs, TMSCs describe system scenarios in terms of the sequences of atomic actions (message sends and receives, and local actions) that each parallel process (or instance) may engage in. The key novelty of TMSCs is that each instance's action sequence is partitioned into two subsequences: a trigger and an action. A TMSC scenario stipulates that in any system execution, if the sequence of events performed by an instance constituting its trigger occurs, then the subsequent behavior of the instance must include the sequence of events which constitute its action. In an implementation an instance is not required to display the behavior described by its trigger, but when it does so, its subsequent behavior is limited to its action. The notions of triggers and actions, when coupled with TMSC composition operators, enrich MSC-based specifications by offering several alternatives for eventual implementations.
Syntax of TMSCs
Visual syntax. Graphically, we represent TMSCs as in Fig. 1 . The partitioning of the sequence of events of an instance into the trigger and action sequences is indicated by a horizontal line running through the instances of the MSC. For each instance, the sequence of events above the line constitutes its trigger, while the sequence below the line constitutes its action. The TMSC in consists of three instances: a server S, a reader process R, and a writer process W . S is intended to maintain a consistent copy of a variable x. W can send a write request, w(x), to S indicating that variable x should be written, while R can send read requests in the form of the message r(x). S can receive the requests in either order (the dashed box at the beginning of S is a co-region: co-regions allow incident actions to be ordered arbitrarily) and responds to the r(x) with a message of form val(x) containing the value of x. The TMSC depicts a scenario in which S stores the new value of x, sends this value to R since it has received a read request, and is then informed by W that it has aborted its write. S rolls back the value of x by performing the local action rb, and then asks R to abort. Both W and R have empty actions in the TMSC. This TMSC is part of a larger specification describing the interactions between W , S and R that we will consider later. For now, it may be noted that if the cost to abort R is found to be prohibitively expensive, then it may be decided later in the design cycle to disallow S from sending a dirty/uncommitted value to R. Hence the above scenario is conditional: S's action is only conditionally required. It may also be noted here that the trigger (action) of one instance may depend on the action (trigger) of another instance in a TMSC, which results in messages crossing the horizontal line as shown in Fig 1. Thus a trigger in a TMSC need not be a "consistent cut" in the sense of [5] .
We also propose another modification to the visual syntax of MSCs: the presence/absence of a small bar at the foot of the vertical line representing each instance. The presence of such a bar (as shown in Fig. 1) indicates that the instance cannot proceed beyond this point in the TMSC, while the absence means that the behavior of this instance beyond the TMSC is left unspecified. The latter feature allows users to describe the behavior of the instances in a step-by-step or cascaded fashion. For example, the trigger-action pair of an instance in a TMSC may be part of the trigger of the same instance in another TMSC that describes its subsequent behavior. It may also be noted that conventional MSCs may be represented as TMSCs with empty triggers.
Apart from the extensions proposed above, and the use of coregions, TMSCs correspond to the basic MSCs in [11] .
Abstract syntax. To define TMSCs mathematically we use some auxiliary notions. Let I, M, and L be finite sets of instances, message types and local actions, respectively. Then a TMSC event alphabet E[I, M, L] is defined as follows. 
In a send event, the sender is active, while in a receive event the receiver is active. Finally, the set of co-regions consists of the nonempty subsets of 
4. term ⊆ I is the terminating set.
The trigger and action functions of a TMSC each map instances to sequences of co-regions. The intended semantics is that when an instance "performs" its trigger, it is then obliged to perform its action. The terminating set indicates which instances are to terminate after completing their actions; those not in this set have no constraints on their behavior after they complete their actions.
TMSC Expressions
Individual TMSCs can only capture single scenarios of systems. In order to provide capabilities for structured TMSC-based system specifications, we also introduce an algebra of operators that permit system specifications to be assembled out of subspecifications. We refer to the resulting terms as TMSC expressions. The following BNF-like grammar defines the syntax of TMSC expressions.
The operators include a selection of "behavioral" and "logical" ones, with , ∓ and ; falling into the former category, ∧ into the latter, and ⊕ falling into both. S1 S2 denotes the "parallel composition" of expressions S1 and S2, while S1 ∓ S2 represents the "deterministic choice" between S1 and S2: a correct refinement must be able to behave like both S 1 and S2 until their behaviors differ, at which point a choice is allowed. S1 ⊕ S2 is the nondeterministic choice between S1 and S2; a successful refinement can choose either. In this respect ⊕ has overtones of logical disjunction. S1; S2 denotes the sequential composition of S 1 and S2, where the composition is at the instance-level rather than at the expression-level and is thus similar to the notion of asynchronous concatenation in [4] and [13] . Finally, S1 ∧ S2 represents the logical conjunction of S1 and S2. The , ∓ and ; operators have been studied in the context of MSCs [13] ; however the semantics of our operator differs significantly from that of [13] , as will be made clear later.
An Example: The W-S-R System
We now present a TMSC-expression specification of a simple but non-trivial system and use this as a running example. The system we consider consists of three instances: a writer W , a reader R, and a server S. W may update the value of a variable x by sending w(x) to S and then perform a local action (ok/f ail) to decide whether it should commit (by sending com to S) or abort (by sending abtd to S). If W commits, then the new value of x is clean and remains so until the next update, whereas the value of x is rolled back to its previous value by S (by performing the local-action rb) if W aborts. R may request the value of x by sending r(x) to S, and S responds by sending val(x) to R. Now, if x is clean or becomes clean, then S allows R to commit by sending com, whereas if S sends an uncommitted x value to R which has to be rolled back then S asks R to abort by sending abort. The aim is to maintain atomicity (each of W and R either runs to completion or has no effect at all), and isolation (the concurrent execution of W and R has the same effect as their serial execution in some order).
A TMSC expression for the system may be given as follows.
where M1, . . . M12 are as shown in Fig. 2 . Spec is structured in two pieces: a "basic interactions" component (1) and a "constraints" component (2 and 3). Each of M 1, M2, M3 and M4 represents a possible isolated interaction between S and either W or R; note that each trigger is empty, and thus these TMSCs correspond to MSCs. M1 ∓ M2 then captures the entire possible behavior occurring between W and S: ∓ is used because the choice between committing or aborting cannot be made until after the w(x) action common to both M1 and M2 occurs. Similarly, M3 ⊕ M4 captures the behavior between S and R; here ⊕ is used because the choice between M3 and M4 depends on factors (namely, W ) that are outside the purview of the interaction between S and R. The over-all unconstrained behavior of the system is then given by
The role of the "constraints" component of M is to eliminate undesirable behaviors from the "basic interaction" component by introducing conjuncts involving conditional scenarios M 5 -M12. M5-M8 depict scenarios in which W and R sequentially interact with S in some order, while M9-M12 represent cases in which W 's and R's interactions with S are interleaved. M5 may be read as follows.
If W sends w(x), performs fail, and sends abtd, then it should terminate. If S receives w(x) followed by abtd, then it should perform rb, receive r(x), send val(x), send com, and terminate. If R sends r(x), receives val(x) and receives com, it should terminate.
Note how the trigger/action requirements are "localized" to each instance.
BACKGROUND
The previous section gave an informal interpretation of TMSC expressions. The remainder of this paper gives a mathematically precise semantics for TMSCs together with a refinement relation that determines when one TMSC expression is a faithful "elaboration" of another. This section presents notations used in what follows.
Sequences
If A is a set then A * is the set of finite sequences over A. We use the following, where a ∈ A and w, w1, w2 ∈ A * .
holds if w1 is a prefix of w2 − w1 ≺ w2 holds if w1 is a proper prefix of w 2 − subseq(w) the set of (not necessarily contiguous) subsequences of w Finally, for w ∈ A * and S ⊆ A, w − S represents the sequence obtained by removing all occurrences of each element in S from w.
The Must Preorder
The must preorder arises in the theory of process testing given in [8] , where tests, which may also be thought of as processes that are capable of reporting "success", interact with a process under test. When processes and tests are nondeterministic a process may be capable both of passing and failing a test, depending on how nondeterministic choices are resolved. A process must pass a test if, regardless of how such choices are made, the process passes the test. One process refines another with respect to the must preorder if it must pass every test that the less refined process must. This subsection presents some of the theory of this relation in a simplified setting in which there are no (1) unobservable actions and (2) divergent processes. The must preorder may be characterized in terms of acceptance sets. To define these we first introduce below some of the basic concepts from [8] . DEFINITION 2. A labeled transition system (LTS) is a tuple P, E, −→, pI , where P is a set of states, E a set of events, −→⊆ P × E × P the transition relation, and pI ∈ P the start state.
An LTS describes the execution behavior of a system, with P representing the states a system may be in, E the set of events that may spark state transitions, −→ the actual transitions that are possible, and pI the initial system state. We write p e −→ p in lieu of p, e, p ∈−→ and extend −→ to sequences of events in the usual manner:
The must preorder, must , of [8] relates different LTSs in terms of their responses to tests. The acceptance-set characterization of this relation relies on the following notions. DEFINITION 3. Let P = P, E, −→, pI be an LTS, with p ∈ P and w ∈ E * . The following may then be defined.
The language of a system contains its "execution sequences", while the successors of a state are the events enabled in the state. The acceptance set of a system after a sequence is a measure of nondeterminism: for each state reachable via w from the start state of P, Acc(P, w) contains the events that are enabled in that state. Note that if w ∈ L(P) then Acc(P, w) = ∅.
We now define a saturation operator, sat, on acceptance sets. Let A ⊆ 2 E ; then sat(A) is the least set satisfying:
The alternative characterization of must is as follows [8] . 
For any s, s ∈ E
* , if T (s) = ∅ then T (s · s ) = ∅.
For any s ∈ E
We say that T1 ⊇ T2 if for all s ∈ E * , T1(s) ⊇ T2(s).
For any LTS P there is an immediate way to construct an acceptance tree T [P]: T [P](s) = sat(Acc(P, s)). It immediately follows that P1 must P2 if and only if T [P1] ⊇ T [P2].
Acceptance trees are often used in support of proofs of substitutivity. In particular, to show that composition operators respect the must preorder, one may show that the operators are monotonic functions on acceptance trees. More concretely, suppose that P1, P2 and Q are LTSs. To show that op is substitutive with respect to must , it must be shown that if P1 must P2, then op(P1, Q) must op(P2, Q). One way to do this is to define a binary operator f op on acceptance trees that is monotonic with respect to ⊇ and has the property that
SEMANTICS OF TMSCS
We will now develop a formalism for TMSC expressions that is based on acceptance trees and the must preorder. We first show how individual TMSCs may be interpreted using variants of acceptance trees in which triggers are handled via nondeterminism: a TMSC is essentially treated as a nondeterministic choice of all behaviors violating the trigger together with those in which the trigger is satisfied and "progress" is made on performing the action. We then use this treatment of TMSCs as a basis for interpreting the TMSC expression operators introduced in Section 2.2. The net effect is a scheme for translating TMSC expressions into our specialized acceptance trees. As a byproduct of this approach, we immediately obtain a refinement ordering based on the must preorder. In this framework, TMSC expression S2 is more refined than TMSC expression S1 if S2 in effect includes a subset of the nondeterministic behaviors of S1.
In the remainder of this section we fix finite sets Á,Å and Ä of instances, message types and local actions and require that all TMSCs draw their instance sets, message sets and local action sets from these. We write Ê= {in(Ii, Ij, m) | Ii, Ij ∈ Á,m ∈ Å} for the set of all receive events. Our semantics also uses events of form end(Ii), where Ii ∈ Á, which instances emit when they terminate, and "potential events" of form wait(r), where r ∈ Ê, to denote that an instance is capable of performing r once the corresponding send event occurs. The end(I i) events, as we will see, are necessary in the definition of the ; operator. We write Ì= {end(Ii) | Ii ∈ Á};
= E[Á, Å, Ä] ∪ Ìfor the set of all events; and Ï = {wait(r) | r ∈ Ê} for the set of all "potential receive events". We extend the domain of active to ∪ Ï by defining active(end(I i)) = Ii, and active(wait(r)) = active(r). For any E ⊆ , I ⊆ Á, we write EI for {e ∈ E | active(e) ∈ I}, the subset of E in which some instance in I is active. We use = C[Á,Å, Ä] for the set of all co-regions.
In what follows we fix TMSC M = I, M, L, trig, act, term
Interpreting instances. We begin our development by showing how individual instances within M may be equipped with an acceptance-tree semantics. The first definitions associate languages with co-regions and co-region-sequences.
L(C) ⊆
* is defined as: The language, LM (Ii), of an instance Ii records the possible sequences of events the instance might generate as it executes. Intuitively, if a sequence does not "satisfy" the trigger of I i, then it will be admitted as a sequence. Otherwise, it will be constrained to "satisfy" the action.
The maximal language of Ii is given by:
To understand this definition, it should first be noted that L M (Ii) contains sequencesof events in which I i is active (that is, sequences in * {I i } ). These sequences must also be well-terminated: they contain at most one occurrence of end(I i), and this event, if present, must be the last event in the sequence. Finally, if the sequence includes an element of Ii's trigger language as a prefix, then the sequence must also include at least part of a sequence in the action language. If the sequence includes a complete action sequence and Ii is terminating, the sequence can also include an end(I i) action; if Ii is nonterminating, any sequence after the completed action sequence is allowed.
To define acceptance sets for instances we need the following operation on languages. Let L ⊆ A * and w ∈ A * . Then the next set, next(L, w) ⊆ A, of L after w is given by: next(L, w) = {a ∈ A | ∃w ∈ L. w · a w }. We now define how to associate an acceptance set with an instance I i in a TMSC M . The acceptance set construction differs from the traditional one for LTSs given previously in that it is given relative to a set of "enabled inputs". An instance can only emit an input event if another instance has emitted the corresponding output; otherwise, this input event is not enabled. To capture this behavior, we introduce an additional parameter, eR ⊆ Ê, into the acceptance-set function. An input event in eR is deemed enabled; otherwise, it is defined to be disabled. We also define the nondeterminism set of E ⊆ and enabled inputs eR ⊆ Êas follows.
N D(E, eR)
represents an acceptance set of a system that can nondeterministically decide to perform any event in E that is enabled, where any output or local event, and any input in eR, is enabled, or wait for any input event in E that is not yet enabled.
Acc(Ii, M, w, eR) is defined as follows.

Acc(Ii, M, w, eR)
= ∅ if w ∈ LM (Ii) {∅} if w ∈ maxLM (Ii) {{end(Ii)}} if Ii ∈ term and ∃w1 ∈ trigLM (Ii), w2 ∈ actLM (Ii). w = w1 · w2 N D(next(LM (Ii), w), eR) if ∃w1 ∈ trigLM (Ii), w2 ∈ actLM (Ii). w1 w ≺ w1 · w2 N D( {I i } , eR) otherwise
is the acceptance set of instance I i in TMSC M after w. The first three clauses above handle the case when I i is incapable of performing w or when Ii has terminated, or is about to terminate, after w. The fourth clause occurs when w consists of a complete word in Ii's trigger language and an incomplete word in it's action language. In this case, the acceptance set includes only events that are possible "next", after w, together with any potential receive events that are not enabled. The final case holds either if w does not contain an element in I i's trigger as a prefix, or if w has a prefix that is an element in Ii's trigger followed by an element in its action and Ii does not terminate.
The above definition associates acceptance sets with the set of instances I participating in the scenario depicted by the TMSC M . This definition, however, does not say anything about the behavior of instances in Á− I. We assume that any such instance, whose behavior is not explicitly described in M , has empty trigger and action languages in M and must terminate. This assumption simplifies the semantics of the ; operator while still ensuring compositionality, as will be noted later.
Acc(Ii, M, w, eR) is defined as follows.
Acc(Ii, M, w, eR)
Thus, any instance I i ∈ Á− I can only perform the event end(Ii)
in M , after which it terminates. Interpreting TMSCs. To define the semantics of a TMSC we define a "parallel composition" operator on acceptance trees and apply it to the acceptance trees of individual instances implied by the previous two definitions. If E ⊆ , then activeset(E) = {I | ∃e ∈ E.active(e) = I}.
Thus activeset(E) contains the set of instances which are "active" in E.
Let A, B ⊆ . We define the parallel composition, A * B, of A and B, as 
C1(E) : (A ∪ B)I
The basic idea behind the definition of * is this: I A (IB ) is a set of instances, and A (B) represents a possible "state" the instances may be in, in terms of the events they can perform next. * defines the set of "combined" states that I A ∪ IB can be in, where the instance sets IA and IB are running in parallel. Any instance which is in one of IA or IB, but not in the other, is in only one possible state: its state in A, if it is in IA, or its state in B, otherwise. This is reflected in C1(E). However, if an instance is in both IA and IB, then it can nondeterministically choose to be either in its state in A or its state in B. Moreover, it can only terminate if both its states allow the terminating event. These notions are captured by C 2 (E) and C3(E).
We now use * in defining a notion of parallel composition for acceptance sets.We first introduce an operator on acceptance sets: A B = sat(A ∪ B). We define an indexed version k∈K in the obvious manner, with k∈K AK = ∅ if K = ∅. Let A and B be acceptance sets. Then
Intuitively, A and B represent the set of "states" of two different systems, in terms of their acceptance sets. A B computes the set of states that the parallel composition of the two systems may be in, by applying the * operator defined above in a "point-wise" manner. It can be shown that is commutative and associative. We use k∈K as the "indexed" version of , with k∈K AK = ∅ if K = ∅ .
We now show how to associate an acceptance set with TMSC M after a sequence w. The definition will use the operator just defined. First, however, we introduce the following definitions on event sequences. (I i ,I j ,m) . We use eR(w) to stand for all receive events enabled by w.
The receive event in(I
i, Ij, m) is called enabled by w if |w| out(I i ,I j ,m) > |w| in
w is called well-balanced if for every w w such that
In a well-balanced sequence of events, every receive is preceded by an "outstanding" send. We also call w feasible for M if w is wellbalanced and Acc(Ii, M, w Ii, eR {I i } ) = ∅ for any set of enabled receives eR, Ii ∈ Á. We now define the acceptance set Acc (M, w) as follows.
DEFINITION 11. The acceptance set Acc(M, w), of M after w ∈
* is defined as:
It may be noted that as the acceptance set of a TMSC is given in terms of the parallel composition of the acceptance sets of individual (and distinct) instances, only condition C1(E) in the definition of the * operator needs to be used. The remaining conditions arise when we consider the parallel composition of two TMSC expressions having some instances in common. Example: In M1 of Fig.2 , let us consider:
Then:
The Must Preorder for TMSCs
With our definition of Acc we may now define a version of the must preorder on TMSCs. The must preorder is based on an ordering on a variant of the acceptance trees as presented in Section 3. The differences between this variant (henceforth referred to simply as "acceptance trees" in our framework), and the traditional acceptance trees will be clear from the following definition.
DEFINITION 12. An acceptance tree is a function
satisfying the following.
For any s ∈ * , sat(T (s)) = T (s).
For any s, s ∈
For any s ∈
Thus, an element in an acceptance set may contain not only events as in Definition 4, but also "potential events" of form wait(r), r ∈ Ê. Also, Clause 3 in the above definition relaxes the corresponding clause in Definition 4; this is necessitated by the fact that TMSC expressions may contain the ∧ operator, which is absent in traditional testing theory.
It is easy to associate an acceptance tree T [M ] to a TMSC M : Acc(M, w) . We say T 1 ⊇ T 2 when for all w ∈ * , T 1(w)) ⊇ T 2(w). We now define the must preorder on TMSCs.
SEMANTICS OF TMSC EXPRESSIONS
In this section we give interpretations of the TMSC composition operators introduced in Section 2 and establish several properties of our semantics.
Acceptance Tree Constructions
To define the semantics of TMSC composition operators we rely on the strategy outlined at the end of Section 3: we interpret ∓, ⊕, ∧, and ; in terms of acceptance trees. The construction of T [S] proceeds inductively on the structure of S.
Delayed choice: The operator ∓ was originally designed as a deterministic choice construct for MSCs. Traditional MSCs are deterministic; ∓ was intended to preserve this property. To define it formally in our setting, let S1, S2 be TMSC expressions, and assume inductively that we have constructed
Internal Choice: Our ⊕ operator, in contrast to the delayed choice operator ∓, offers non-deterministic choice. Given two TMSC specifications S1 and S2, and a sequence of events w, let
Conjunction: The ∧ operator is usually thought of as a logical rather than a behavioral construct. In TMSC expressions, however, one often wants to require that an implementation satisfy two TMSC expressions, each specifying a different requirement. The ∧ operator allows such specifications to be made. If S 1 , S2 are TMSC expressions, we define
Parallel composition: The operator "runs" two TMSC expressions in parallel. Any sequence w of events that is generated by the execution of the combined specification will consist of some events that are generated by one subexpression (say, a sequence w 1) and the others by the other subexpression (say, a sequence w 2). The acceptance set for the parallel expression after w is then given in terms of the acceptance sets of the subexpressions after w 1 and w2, for all such w1 and w2 that may together generate w.
To formalize these intuitions, for w1, w2 ∈ * and I ⊆ Á, we let shuffle(w1, w2, I) denote the set of all possible ways in which w 1 and w2 may be interleaved, with each instance I i ∈ I terminating in a resulting sequence iff it terminates in both w1 and w2:
shuffle ( We now define T [S1 S2](w).
The tuples w1, w2 in L represent the different ways in which w may have been produced by the parallel execution of S 1 and S2. For each such way, we use the operator to compute the corresponding acceptance set of S 1 S2; the overall acceptance set is then given by the non-deterministic choice of all the possible acceptance sets.
Example: Let M1, M2, M3, M4 be as in Fig.2 , and consider:
One possible way in which w may have been generated is:
Then we have the following.
There are other ways in which w may have been generated, e.g.
However, since any instance may terminate only when it may do so in both S1 and S2, the acceptance sets corresponding to these other possibilities will be the same as 
The 
Finally, let activeseq(w) be the set of instances that have performed at least one event in w ∈ * :
activeseq(w) = {I | ∃e ∈ w.active(e) = I} We now define the sequential composition of TMSC expressions. Given two TMSC expressions S1 and S2, we define T [S1; S2](w) as follows:
where
The C i conditions are as follows:
L contains tuples of the form w1, w2 , and represents all possible ways in which w may have been produced by the sequential execution of S1 and S2. Thus w1 and w2 should be execution sequences of S1 and S2, respectively (C 1 ); also, the execution of each instance in S2 follows its execution (and termination) in S1. This is ensured by C 2 . Finally, w1, with the terminating events removed, (as instances in S1; S2 explicitly terminate only in S2) and w2 should also be subsequences of w, so that events of different instances have the same relative order in w 1 and w2, as in w. This explains the necessity of C 3 .
The Must Preorder and Properties of the Semantics
We may lift must to TMSC expressions in the obvious way. We may additionally show that our semantics for ∓ conservatively extends the one given in [13], and our semantics for conservatively extends the one given in [13] when instance-sets are disjoint. For lack of space the formal statement is not given here.
The last result establishes that must is substitutive.
THEOREM 4. Let S1, S2 and S3 be TMSC expressions such that S1 must S2. Then the following hold:
3. S1 ∧ S3 must S2 ∧ S3;
S1 S3 must S2 S3
5. S1; S3 must S2; S3 and S3; S1 must S3; S2.
This theorem establishes that our semantics is compositional in the following sense: a TMSC expression may be refined by refining one of its subexpressions in isolation.
THE W-S-R SYSTEM REVISITED
From the discussion of the TMSC semantics, it is clear that the specification Spec of the W-S-R system, described in Section 2.3, offers several alternatives for eventual implementation. Let us consider two refinements of this specification, Ref 1 and Ref2, which we also present as TMSC expressions.
M13, M14, . . . , M18 are as shown in Fig.3 . One may show that Spec must Ref1 and Spec must Ref2 both hold.
In Ref1, S interacts with R and W in only some sequential order. It may be noted that the conditional scenarios depicted in M 11 and M12 do not appear in this refinement. In Ref2, the read and the write operations are allowed to interleave. If S receives w(x) and r(x) in any order, then the new value of x is sent to R; if W then commits, then R is also allowed to commit, but if W aborts, then the value of x is rolled back, and R is also asked to abort.
The specification of the system that we have presented consists of a single write and a single read. We are currently working on an operator for expressing iteration within our framework, so that we may capture repetitive behavior of systems. These, and other possible extensions to the TMSC specification language will be explored in future.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a framework for describing specifications containing conditional scenarios using Triggered Message Sequence Charts, which extend traditional Message Sequence Charts with the concepts of triggers and actions. The visual syntax of TMSCs closely follows that of MSCs; the semantics of TMSC expressions allows us to translate a specification to a general framework based on acceptance trees, which may be used to relate TMSC specifications with specifications expressed in other formalisms with a similar semantics. We also showed how our semantics supports different composition operators on TMSCs. We have presented a notion of refinement that is based on the must preorder; a refinement is thus obtained by making the specification more deterministic. Finally, we have presented the TMSC specification of a simple but non-trivial system, and presented two of the possible refinements of the specification.
We are currently developing a process algebra for TMSC expressions so that we may automate the translation of a TMSC specification to an acceptance tree, using the Concurrency Workbench [6] , and check the validity of proposed refinements of a specification. We are also incorporating an iterative operator into the TMSC framework. For future work, we would like to consider other useful extensions to the TMSC language, and investigate ways to generate deterministic, state-machine based descriptions of individual instances from a given TMSC specification. 
